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Draught animals in Africa 

I f Africa is to meet its food needs, farmers must intensify 
production dramatically. Getting more food energy out 
Of a production system means putting more into it- in 

most systems this means increased mechanization and 
traction power. It is estimated Africa will require the energy 
input of several million tractors to meet its food demands at 
the turn of the century, a requirement that seems virtually 
unattainable. 

Achieving at least some of the required energy input from 
sources closerto hand might not be so impossible, says the 
Ethiopia-based International Livestock Centre for Africa 
(ILCA). A substantial portion of the future energy demand 
could - and must - be met by using draught animals. A 
recent study of the Centre on animal traction in sub- 
Saharan Africa points out that, in Africa, animal traction is a 
more practical alternative than tractors because of the ris- 
ing costs of gasoline, the loss of foreign exchange involved 
in tractor purchase, and the difficulties of maintenance. 
Tractors are also too expensive for most smallholders in 
Africa to buy. 

ICLA estimates there are just under IO million draught 
animals in sub-Saharan Africa. By improving their perfor- 
mance, as well as their numbers, ILCA estimates that”animal 
traction could supply African agriculture in the year 2000 
with four times more energy than it did in 1975.” 

The extent to which this additional energy input might 
bridge the gap between power supply and demand is even 
more significant. Between now and 2000, food productivity 
will have to increase by between 50 and 100 percent: This 
increase in productivity entails a similar increase in future 
power demand to sustain it. Using past trends for energy 
sources, ~LCA calculates an energy shortfall of at least 20 
percent of the future power demand. Yet “, if animal trac- 
tion were developed.. over half this deficit might be made 
up. Furthermore, theshareofanimal traction in bridging the 
power gap in eastern Africa and the Sahel could be well 
over 60 percent.. .” 

Strange though it may seem, animal traction has only 
recently begun to spread across sub-Saharan Africa, 
except in Ethiopia where animals have traditionally been 
used for draught purposes. African smallholders have ten- 
ded to concentrateon crop production and have left animal 
husbandry to herders, while the herders have shown little 
interest in crops. The result has been a separation of 
agriculture and pastoralism, with neither farmer nor herder 
using animals for draught. In the whole of sub-Saharan 
Africa, humans supply 92 percent of the energy put into 
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agriculture, working fields by hand, 
while animals provide a further 7 per- 
cent and tractors 1 percent. 

Early attempts to introduce animal 
traction to cultivation practices were 
made during the colonial period in 
some parts of Africa, mostly for export 
crops. After gaining independence, a 
number of African countries turned to 
mechanization of agriculture to accel- 
erate development, and animal trac- 
tion went into decline. But mechanization 
ettorts soon ran Into serious dlf- 

ficulties, rekindling interest in animal power. 
The emphasis now is on improving the implements to be 

drawn by animals; improving the efficiency of the animals 
themselves through better breeding, feed and husbandry 
practices; and the integration of farming and animal 
husbandry. 

Manyoftheimplementscurrentlyused byAfricanfarmers 
need redesigning. “The neck yokes used are sometimes 
crude and poorly designed, preventing animals from 
generating their’full tractive power,” says the ILCA study.“ln 
India, it was found that well-designed yokes and harnesses 
can lead to performance gains ranging from 22 to 60 per- 
cent in relation to local yokes, according to the type used”. 

Cost is another limiting factor. “A set of draught equip- 
ment, including a multi-purpose toolbar with plough, 
harrow and weeder as well as a cart and seed drill, costs at 
present around US$600-700, or over US$lOOO if a pair of 
oxen are added,” says ILCA. As a typical farm has a gross 
income of about US$600-700 a year, “a set of draught 
equipment costs 1 to 1.5 times annual farm income and an 
even higher proportion of net income.” 

Butwhilethecostsare high,theproductivitygainscan be 
higher: 20-25 percent for millet and groundnuts in the arid 
zone, and 50-100 percent in humid areas with rainfed rice 
and maize. 

In 1979, ILCA began investigations into the use of 
crossbred oxen, which weigh more than local breeds and 
produce more draught power. This combination of better 
implements and animals also makes possible the cultivation 
of additional lands previously too difficult to work. 

ILCA has also begun research on the joint use of cows as 
milk producers and as draught animals If results show that 
cows can be fed and managed to work without significant 
penaltytoeitherreproductionratesormilkyields,anewand 
far-reaching development will become available to the 
smallholder. 

Animal traction has a great potential in Africa, the report 
concludes, but one that has been denied by some of the 
obstacles encountered in traditional small farming prac- 
tices. Not the leastofthese is a”marked prejudice against a 
technology labelled old-fashioned.” With new research and 
a new understanding of animal traction, ~LCA hopes to turn 
that potential into real food and income for Africans. 0 
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